
Picture Item Number Specification

MD-LEDCANDLE-QA01

Natural Twinkling LED Candle Lamp with Frosted Cup. 2 AAA
batteries used and it can generally last over 100 hours
continuously, and it can also avoid the danger of the real candle.
Without blowing function.
Content: 1 candle with 1 cup without battery   MOQ:8000sets

MD-LEDCANDLE-QA01D

Natural Twinkling LED Candle Lamp with Frosted Cup. 2 AAA
batteries used and it can generally last over 100 hours
continuously, and it can also avoid the danger of the real candle. It
has blow on/off function.
Content: 1 candle with 1 cup without battery   MOQ:8000sets

MD-LEDCANDLE-QA07

4 Candles
NO danger
Natural Twinkling with Frosted Cup.
Without blowing ON/OFF
charging 6 hours and last over 8 hours
Includes CE or UL transformer
MOQ:1000sets

MD-LEDCANDLE-QA06

6 Candles
NO danger
Natural Twinkling with Frosted Cup.
Without blowing ON/OFF
charging 6 hours and last over 8 hours
Includes CE or UL transformer
MOQ:1000pcs

MD-LEDCANDLE-QA05

12 Candles
NO danger
Natural Twinkling with Frosted Cup.
Without blowing ON/OFF
charging 6 hours and last over 8 hours
Includes CE or UL transformer
MOQ:1000sets

MD-EGG-01A

*3 rechargeable eggs                                      *1 charge stand
*1 adapter
 7 colors changes,charging 6-8 hours and last over 8 hours
19.5*19.5*12.5cm
MOQ:1000sets

LED  Rechargeable Candle Light



MD-EGG-05B

*1 rechargeable eggs                                      *1 charge stand
*1 adapter
 7 colors changes,charging 6-8 hours and last over 8 hours
15.2*9.5*9.5cm
MOQ:2000sets

MD-GOLF-06B

*1 rechargeable golf                                    *1 charge stand
*1 adapter
 7 colors changes,charging 6-8 hours and last over 8 hours
15.2*9.5*9.5cm
MOQ:2000sets

MD-BALL-07B

*1 rechargeable  ball                                    *1 charge stand
*1 adapter
 7 colors changes,charging 6-8 hours and last over 8 hours
15.2*9.5*9.5cm
MOQ:2000sets

MD-EGG-08B

*1 rechargeable eggs                                      *1 charge stand
*1 adapter
 7 colors changes,charging 6-8 hours and last over 8 hours
19*12*7.5cm
MOQ:2000sets

MD-GIFT-ML10B

Change 7 colors by itself with the LED light and IC control.It is
used contact charge with AC adaptor. It needs 6 hours to be fully
charged and after fully charged, it can last up to 8 hours
continuously
with AC adapter.
MOQ:2000sets

MD-PENGUIN-ML12B

Change 7 colors by itself with the LED light and IC control. The
magic toy light can be placed anywhere within the room.
It is used contact charge with AC adaptor. It needs 6 hours to be
fully charged and after fully charged, it can last up to 8 hours
continuously.
Content: 1 penguin light, 1 charger base and 1 AC adaptor

MD-DINOSAUR-ML13B

Change 7 colors by itself with the LED light and IC control.It is
used contact charge with AC adaptor. It needs 6 hours to be fully
charged and after fully charged, it can last up to 8 hours
continuously
with AC adapter.
MOQ:2000sets



MD-PANDA-ML14B

Change 7 colors by itself with the LED light and IC control.It is
used contact charge with AC adaptor. It needs 6 hours to be fully
charged and after fully charged, it can last up to 8 hours
continuously
with AC adapter.
MOQ:2000sets

MD-EGG-B03/A/B/C Change 7 colors on its own with 3 AG13 button cell. It can last over
12 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion.

MD-EGG-B03/D
Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. It can last over
48 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion.
Content: 1 egg light with battery

MD-HEART-B03

Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion.
Content: 1 heart/ star/ rose light with battery

MD-STAR-B03

Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion.
Content: 1 heart/ star/ rose light with battery

MD-ROSE-B03

Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion.
Content: 1 heart/ star/ rose light with battery

MD-BALL-B05/B

Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. It can last over
30 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion. It
has color-locking function. When you turn it on, the color will
changing and you can locked the color as you like.
Content: 1 egg/golf/ball light with battery



MD-GOLF-B05/C

Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. It can last over
30 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion. It
has color-locking function. When you turn it on, the color will
changing and you can locked the color as you like.
Content: 1 egg/golf/ball light with battery

MD-EGG-B05/D

Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. It can last over
30 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion. It
has color-locking function. When you turn it on, the color will
changing and you can locked the color as you like.
Content: 1 egg/golf/ball light with battery

MD-GIFT-B05/E

Change 7 colors by itself with CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion. It has color-locking function.
When you turn it on, the color will changing and you can locked the
color as you like.
Content: 1 magic toy light with battery

MD-DINOSAUR-B05/J

Change 7 colors by itself with CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion. It has color-locking function.
When you turn it on, the color will changing and you can locked the
color as you like.
Content: 1 magic toy light with battery

MD-CONDOM-B05/F

Change 7 colors by itself with CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion. It has color-locking function.
When you turn it on, the color will changing and you can locked the
color as you like.
Content: 1 magic toy light with battery

MD-PANDA-B05/G

Change 7 colors by itself with CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion. It has color-locking function.
When you turn it on, the color will changing and you can locked the
color as you like.
Content: 1 magic toy light with battery

MD-PENGUIN-B05/G

Change 7 colors by itself with CR2032 button cell. Multi-shape
LED decorative lights. It can last over 30 hours continuously and it
is a good present for gift promotion. It has color-locking function.
When you turn it on, the color will changing and you can locked the
color as you like.
Content: 1 magic toy light with battery



MD-PYRAMID-B04

Keep changing 7 colors slowly, beautiful designed. Press motion
controls color-changing, fixes one color, and turns it on/off,. It can
last up to 8 hours continuously.
Content: 1 LED pyramid light without battery
10*10*10 cm  MOQ:5000sets

MD-PYRAMID-B04A

Keep changing 7 colors slowly, beautiful designed. Press motion
controls color-changing, fixes one color status, and turns it on/off.
Different grid changes different colors by itself. It can last up to 12
hours continuously.
Content: 1 pyramid light without battery
10*10*10 cm  MOQ:5000sets

MD-BAR-BDB01

Natural LED high brightness bar light but long life-span. With 3 AA
batteries operated. With illumination regulator and variable light
color available. It can last over 48 hours continuously.
Content: 1 LED bar light without battery
Single color MOQ:5000sets

MD-BAR-BDB02

Chang 7 colors by itself with natural LED light . With 3 AA battery
operated. It can last over 48 hours continuously.
Content: 1 LED bar light without battery
color changing MOQ:5000sets

MD-LEDCANDLE-TL06B

LED Wax Candle Light
It looks like a real wax candle, but instead of a wick, it has a flame-
shaped yellow LED that flickers and dances like the real thing.3
AAA batteries used and it can also avoid the danger of the real
candle. It can generally last over 100 hours. Continuously change
7 colors on its own.
9.7*38cm
MOQ:1000sets

MD-LEDCANDLE-TL07B

LED Wax Candle Light
It looks like a real wax candle, but instead of a wick, it has a flame-
shaped yellow LED that flickers and dances like the real thing.3
AAA batteries used and it can also avoid the danger of the real
candle. It can generally last over 100 hours. Continuously change
7 colors on its own.
9*30cm  MOQ:1000sets



MD-LOTUS-TL09A

LED water proof Lotus Light
Change 7 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. It can last over
48 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion.
When you put the lotus into the water the flower is light up and the
color will change. Indoor or outdoor are available. It’s has
waterproof function.
Content: 1 lotus light with battery
MOQ:5000sets

MD-BEERMAT-WG001

LED Beer mat Light
Change 3 colors by itself with 2 CR2032 button cell. It can last over
72 hours continuously, and it is a good present for gift promotion.
When you press on top to activate the LED Back light. 5 LED auto
blinking in different patterns or auto-changing color.
Content:1 cup-matt with battery
MOQ:8000sets
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